Tracking Across Generations

From Journals to Lifelogging Glasses
I generated about 40-60GB of video a day for 4 months.
AliExpress™

Smart Glasses

Price: US $89.00 - 99.00 / piece

Sale: US $70.31 - 78.21 / piece

-21%, sale ends in 3 days. Don't miss out!

720p
What did I learn?

● That my laugh is really embarrassing
● The benefits of doing this does **NOT YET** outweigh the cost  
  ○ Main problems are: storage, cumbersome tech, and retrieval of data  
    ■ Retrieval will not be a problem soon.
● Most people I encountered were not openly concerned about their privacy  
  ○ Safeway  
  ○ Strip Club  
  ○ Friend
● Wearing these glasses empowered me to live more in the present
● **So much of my day is uninteresting to an observer**/*is on the computer, but there were some magical moments that made it pretty much all worth it.**
Finally, a hub for all your tracking apps.

Eternalist is the world’s first self-writing journal. It uses data that you already create on a day-to-day basis to help you effortlessly document, quantify, and optimize your “beautiful life”.

Sign Up at QS18 and cut to the front of the waitlist!

www.eternalist.io

Aaron Yih

aaron@eternalist.io